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Line Master 7: National Rubric

Not Yet Adequate Adequate Proficient Excellent

Making Inferences (reading between the lines)

Draws reasonable
inferences and 
conclusions about
people and events,
supported by text
evidence and 
logical reasoning

Makes few reason-
able inferences; 
may be illogical

Makes some reason-
able inferences but
may generalize
beyond what is 
reasonable

Makes reasonable
inferences

Makes reasonable
inferences; shows
insight

Providing Supporting Detail and Evidence (for inferences, interpretations, analysis)

Provides accurate,
relevant, and con-
vincing supporting
details, evidence
and/or explanation

Provides inadequate
supporting details 
or evidence; often
incomplete, confus-
ing or inaccurate;
may retell (rather
than interpret)

Provides some 
specific supporting
details, evidence
and/or explanation;
may be vague or
incomplete in places

Provides specific 
relevant, supporting
details, evidence
and/or explanation

Provides the 
most appropriate
supporting detail
and evidence or
explanation; precise
and convincing

Synthesizing (generalizing, combining information, representing, transforming)

Provides syntheses
or representations or
that combine
important informa-
tion and ideas in a
new form (e.g.,
comparison charts,
newspaper head-
lines, diagrams,
writing in-role)

Does not provide
adequate represen-
tations or responses
that synthesize
information in a
new form

Provides representa-
tions or responses
that synthesize
some information in
a new form; may
focus on limited
information and rely
on words of the text

Provides representa-
tions or responses
that synthesize
important informa-
tion and ideas in 
a new form

Provides representa-
tions or responses
that effectively syn-
thesize the most
important informa-
tion and ideas in 
a new form, often
providing subtle or
complex insights

Interprets relation-
ships (e.g., 
cause-effect)

Often has difficulty
recognizing relation-
ships (may misinter-
pret literal
information)

Interprets simple
relationships

Interprets most rela-
tionships accurately

Interprets relation-
ships accurately,
including those 
that are relatively
complex or subtle

Making Connections

Makes and explains
logical connections
between the current
text and other infor-
mation, events, sto-
ries, or experiences

Has difficulty mak-
ing connections to
information, events,
stories, or experi-
ences beyond the
current text

Makes some logical
connections to
other information,
events, stories or
experiences; these
are often at a sur-
face level with lim-
ited explanation

Makes logical con-
nections to informa-
tion, events, stories,
or experiences and
offers reasonable
explanations

Makes and explains
logical connections
to other information,
events, stories, or
experiences; often
compares, questions,
or evaluates new
information in terms
of prior knowledge
and beliefs; may
show insight

Analyzing and Interpreting Relationships (cause and effect, determining importance)


